The diffusion model for multiple mirror 
Using (2) for /, one can find F, Q, and P, given by (1) , to be
Qj -Ajnj VdJv?j(2.5+ V}) = FjV2(2.5+ Vft (3b)
where Frfy = --, and parameters of point j+1 can be found by exchanging j with j+ 1 in (3).
To find the distribution function at A, we assume that a drifting maxwellian, /(ia» Vdat 7*a)> moves towards the mirror throat at point A. Particles which are not in the loss cone (region R2) are reflected back with /(«<,,-Krffl, Ta). Particles in the loss cone (region R\)
will pass through the mirror throat and reach point B (Fig. 2a) 
l+[l+k2(iLCj+fj,Cj+{)}z-^-
where k\ and k2 are complicated functions of fj.cj and /xc/H. Equation (13) shows that in the T limiting case of Z-jr -* 0 (no ambipolar potential), Ca = 1and the ambipolar factor goes to 1. 
D. Diffusion Coefficient and the Confinement Time
We define a local diffusion coefficient from the relation
| =-D(z)A(z) % =* -DizUiz) 4^(14)
•£ az Az
In the limit of large W, we have
A/i __ _ nj-~nj+\^nj-nJ+\

Az~0.5(/e,+/c,+i) * /c(z)
Substituting for nj-nj+i from (12) 
Equations (16) and (18) the viscous magnetohydrodynamics models for multiple mirror confinement. We find the den sity in the last cell, nN+h below, to complete our density profile calculations.
V. LAST CELL AND BOUNDARY CONDITION
As the boundary condition in the last cell, we assume that no ion enters the device through the ends: integrals containing f(nb>Vdb,4>,b) in (1) vanish. But, in the last mirror region, our approximation, Vd«\, is not valid and the complete expressions for fluxes must be used to find the last cell parameters.
Evaluation and substitution of the flux terms in the conservation laws, (11), together with the Boltzmann relation, (8), result in a set of nonlinear equations which is solved numerically.
The solution determines the drift velocity at any point in the last cell. Note that for this calcu lation we again drop quadratic terms in the drift velocity in the center of the last cell, K<w+l. 
VI. OPTIMIZED MULTIPLE MIRROR CONFINEMENT
Equations (12) 
If we adjust the mirror ratios so that (24) is satisfied, the change in the mirror ratio in adjacent cells will be first order in Vd, R^"RJ _ TnJ+i _ Rvd«\.
Rj+\ nj
The parameters of the last cell found from Fig. 6 and (3a) , together with (12) and (24), uniquely determine the parameters of a multiple mirror device. 
where n\ = n(Q). As the boundary condition, he assumed that the density goes to zero at the end of the device, n(L/2) = 0, or V = L. Fig. 9 shows a comparison •♦
